
DEEPENING  
SUPPORT FOR NEW  
SCHOOL LEADERS

THE OFFICE OF TONY LEWIS, executive director of the Donnell-Kay 
Foundation, is adorned with vintage mountaineering equipment befitting 
an educational leader whose formative experiences have included work 

on behalf of the experiential learning program Outward Bound. Climbing axes 
lean against office walls, and his meeting table is accented by a gnarled piton 

— a metal spike hammered into solid rock to create a crack, allowing a climber 
the foothold needed to pursue new routes upward. 
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Lewis, his associate director Kim Knous-
Dolan and their colleagues often serve 
as human pitons in a public educational 
system that sometimes resembles a 
rock wall. Based in Denver and active 
since 2000, the foundation studies 
structural challenges in public education 
and advocates for systemic policy and 
organizational solutions that increase 
personalized support for students, prepare 
them better for evolving career paths, and 
overcome administrative and systemic 
impediments to serving students in  
these ways.

 
Lewis and Knous-Dolan know that one 
of the toughest and loneliest climbs is 
that of the leader of a new school with a 
distinctive vision. “There’s no great school 
without a great school leader,” Lewis 
asserted. These new leaders must bring a 
new vision to fruition amid a dizzying array 
of operational details, systemic mandates 
and individual variables. And these 
variables are often compounded by the 
school’s desire to accommodate a broad 
range of student learning styles and life 
circumstances.

In 2008, the Donnell-Kay Foundation 
provided founding support for the Denver 
school leaders’ development program 
now known as Catapult. Then, Lewis and 
Knous-Dolan’s interest was piqued by a 
2015 research proposal from postdoctoral 
researcher and longtime educator 
Sarah Bridich, PhD, and Kent Seidel, 
PhD, associate professor and director 
of the School of Education & Human 
Development’s Center for Practice Engaged 
Education Research (C-PEER). Seeing that 
four new charter/innovation high schools 
would be opening in Denver in 2015–16, 

Bridich and Seidel decided to study the 
inaugural year for the leaders at these  
four schools. 

How would these school leaders implement 
their vision? How might they create a 
distinctive and sustainable school culture? 
How could they balance myriad operational 
priorities and desired measurable outcomes 
with startup considerations directed toward 
each charter’s unique attributes — without 
going insane? Bridich and Seidel hope the 

answers to these questions — pursued 
through monthly school-leader interviews 
throughout the 2015-16 school year — can 
guide a broader set of insights and policy 
recommendations to improve the odds of 
success for new school leaders pursuing 
innovative charters.

This led the Donnell-Kay Foundation to 
provide a lead grant for Bridich and Seidel’s 
study. Such direct academic grant-making 
is rare for the foundation, Lewis said; most 
of its resources (the foundation is seeded 
by a $28 million endowment) are directed 
toward independently driven initiatives 
and policy efforts. But the unusually 
hands-on approach of the CU Denver 
study, conducted under the auspices of 
C-PEER and including the direct input 
from school leaders in shaping the inquiry, 
appealed heavily to Donnell-Kay. “Our 
foundation parallels C-PEER’s focus on 
applied research,” Lewis said. “We’re very 
interested in not just sitting in our offices 
thinking about new ideas or new things but 
really talking to people and learning from 
them and applying that. I feel like that’s 
why there’s a nice connectivity between 
C-PEER and Donnell-Kay.”

The leadership study, funded through the 
Donnell-Kay Foundation and a matching 
grant from Rose Community Foundation, 
is already yielding informative results. 
Significant takeaways from an initial 
overview of findings, presented to partners 
and school leaders in May, included: 

 »  The more specific and concrete the 
school’s vision, the easier it is to honor 
in practice. The school that hit the most 
speed bumps, Bridich and Seidel reported, 
had many ambitious yet discrete goals 
that looked nice on paper but did not 

work in practice; this school also saw 
major leader and teacher turnover. 

 »  New school missions may warrant new, 
flexible or adapted evaluation criteria. 
Bridich used the following anecdote to 
describe the challenge of fitting new 
visions to old metrics: “It’s as if a kid 
is asked to start a lemonade stand, and 
Mom comes outside later and says, 

‘Where’s my coffee?’” Factors such 
as retention and engagement require 

particular nuance for schools seeking to 
serve at-risk kids in a personalized way. 

 »  New school leaders need to receive 
sufficient operational support; startup 
schools will inherently swamp a leader 
in granular detail, raising the risk of 
burnout and taking away from the culture- 
and community-building that help a new 
approach take root.

Bridich and Seidel aim to continue this 
work at each school for a second year to 
deepen the body of knowledge about the 
challenges of new school leadership and 
lead to a framework that could help new 
leaders share and learn from common 
challenges and opportunities.

The study aligns well with other Donnell-
Kay Foundation initiatives — including an 
ambitious blueprint for a new educational 
system called ReSchool Colorado, designed 
to parallel existing conventional public 
school districts. Lewis said this represents 
a shift for Donnell-Kay in focusing all 
its efforts within existing systems and 
trying to reconsider core aspects of public 
systems from the ground up. Though the 
initiative is in early phases and has not 
yet sought to expand its public profile, 
Lewis said, an ambitious goal has been set 
of 50,000 Colorado K–12 students being 
educated in what leaders hope will be a 
new learner-centered public education 
system. 

Whether by pursuing ambitious initiatives 
such as ReSchool Colorado or promising 
academic research such as Seidel and 
Bridich’s, the Donnell-Kay Foundation sees 
new-school leadership as a critical part 
of the equation. “If we can support the 
pipeline for great school leaders,” Knous-
Dolan said, “that’s going to be a leverage 
point for improving education.”

THERE’S NO GREAT SCHOOL WITHOUT A 
GREAT SCHOOL LEADER


